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1 Introduction

In this paper we present some new evidence on the term structure of Euromarket interest rates and,

in particular, show how information may be extracted from the term structure to provide out-of-

sample interest rate forecasts. Our analysis is based on an examination of the dynamic relationship

between interest rates of different maturities for the US and the UK using a very general, multivariate

vector equilibrium correction modelling framework capable of simultaneously allowing for asymmetric

adjustment and regime shifts, but which may be rationalized by reference to a very general model

of the term structure capable of admitting both time-varying term premia and deviations of market

expectations from rational expectations. The resulting nonlinear vector equilibrium correction models

are shown not only to provide good in-sample fits to the data and economically interpretable regimes

but also to have satisfactory out-of-sample forecasting properties.

In an early paper, Campbell and Clarida (1986) empirically investigate the predictability and

comovement of risk premia in the term structure of Euromarket interest rates, demonstrating that risk

premia in three Euromarket term structures and on uncovered foreign asset positions move together.

Subsequently, following the seminal paper of Campbell and Shiller (1987) on cointegration and present

value models, which, inter alia, demonstrates the cointegrating relationship between short- and long-

term interest rates implied by the expectations model of the term structure, a large empirical literature

developed which focused on building equilibrium correction models of the dynamic interaction between

interest rates at different maturities (e.g. Campbell and Shiller, 1991; Hall, Anderson and Granger,

1992; Taylor, 1992).

Recently, an interesting strand of this literature has explored the role of asymmetric or nonlinear

adjustment towards equilibrium in modelling interest rate movements. In this work, researchers

have argued that the dynamics of the term structure of interest rates may be characterized by a

nonlinear equilibrium correction model due to factors such as, for example, non-zero or asymmetric

transactions costs or infrequent trading or the existence of regime shifts (e.g. Gray, 1996; Anderson,

1997; Enders and Granger, 1998; Bansal and Zhou, 2002; Coakley and Fuertes, 2002; Kim, 2003; Sarno

and Thornton, 2003).1 In addition to this growing amount of statistical evidence, there are sound

1 It is interesting to note in this context that Hamilton’s seminal paper on Markov switching (Hamilton, 1988) involved
an application to the term structure of interest rates.
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economic reasons to believe that regime shifts and asymmetries may improve our understanding of

the behavior of the entire yield curve. For example, business cycle expansions and contractions may

have statistically and economically important first-order effects on expectations of inflation, monetary

policy and nominal interest rates. Further, on economic grounds, regime shifts and asymmetries

may generate significant impacts not only on the short-term interest rate but also on the whole term

structure of interest rates.

The research reported in this paper represents, to the best of the present authors’ knowledge,

the most general empirical model of the term structure to date. Using data for the sample period

1982-2000 for UK and US eurodeposit interest rates with five different maturities, we show first

that a long-run equilibrium relationship between the five different interest rates consistent with the

expectations theory of the term structure can be established. However, we find that conventional

linear vector equilibrium correction models are easily rejected when tested against asymmetric regime-

switching vector equilibrium correction models. Then, employing a Markov-switching, asymmetric

vector equilibrium correction approach that allows for time-varying term premia, we are able to

characterize satisfactorily the dynamic relationship between interest rates with different maturities

for both countries. The regime-switching probabilities implied by the model appear to be intimately

related to the key state variables driving monetary policy decisions–namely inflation and a business

cycle indicator, the output gap–which has a natural economic interpretation (Clarida, Gali and

Gertler, 1998, 1999, 2000; Ioannides and Peel, 2003). This model outperforms, both in-sample and

out-of-sample, a range of alternative linear and nonlinear equilibrium correction models. Overall,

these results show that, while allowing for both asymmetries and regime shifts is key to producing a

satisfactory statistical representation of the term structure, asymmetries seem to play a particularly

important role in enhancing the out-of-sample forecasting performance of the models.

The remainder of the paper is set out as follows. In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of the

conventional theory of the term structure of interest rates and its basic statistical implications for

the behavior of interest rates with different maturities, while in Section 3 we describe the recently

developed econometric procedure which has allowed the extension of Markov-switching techniques to

nonstationary systems and, in particular, to cointegrated vector autoregressions and their represen-
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tation as time-varying vector equilibrium correction models. In Section 4 we describe the data set

and report our empirical results from employing conventional unit root tests, cointegration and equi-

librium correction analysis as well as from executing asymmetry and linearity tests. We also discuss

the estimated Markov-switching vector equilibrium correction models in this section and provide an

interpretation of their implied regime-switching probabilities in terms of monetary policy and business

cycles. Section 5 discusses our forecasting results, and in a final section we briefly summarize our

main results and conclude.

2 A general model of the term structure of interest rates

Let ik,t and fk,t be the yield to maturity of a k-period pure discount bond and the forward rate,

defined as the contract rate of a one-period pure discount bond bought at time t that matures at time

t+k. The relationship linking ik,t and fk,t may be described, according to the Fisher-Hicks recursive

formulae, as ik,t = 1
k

³Pk
j=1 fj,t

´
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . As is well known, the forward rate differs from the

expected future yield to maturity because of term premia required by investors for risk considerations

and preferences for liquidity. Assume that the relationship between forward rates and expected rates

is characterized as fj,t = Et (ik,t+j−1) + φj,t, where Et is the mathematical expectation operator

conditioned on information available at time t, and φj,t is the term premium. We can then re-write

the Fisher-Hicks formulae as follows:

ik,t =
1

k

 kX
j=1

Et (i1,t+j−1)

+ γk,t, (1)

where γk,t ≡ 1
k

Pk
j=1 φj,t denotes a variable capturing the effects of term premia components.

Equation (1) may be viewed as a general relationship linking yields at different maturities and shows

clearly that yields having similar maturities move together. The Expectations Hypothesis (EH) of

the term structure of interest rates focuses essentially on the properties of the premia components

γk,t. According to the Pure Expectations Hypothesis the term premia are all identically equal to

zero, γk,t ≡ 0, implying that the one-period holding yield of a k-period bond is equal to the yield

to maturity of a one-period bond. A milder version of the EH asserts the less stringent proposition

that the term premia are constant over time. In fact, in this paper we shall consider a very weak
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version of the EH which allows the term premia γk,t to be time-varying and requires only that they be

realizations of stationary stochastic processes. The EH has important and clear statistical implications

(Hall, Anderson and Granger, 1992) which can easily be seen by rewriting equation (1) as follows:

ik,t − i1,t =
1

k

k−1X
m=1

mX
j=1

Et∆i1,t+j

+ γk,t, (2)

where ∆ is the first-difference operator. Assuming that the yields to maturity are realizations of

stochastic processes integrated of order one, I(1), then if the term premia components are stationary,

all terms on the right-hand side of equation (2) must be stationary, which implies that the term on

the left-hand side of (2) must be stationary also, i.e. (ik,t − i1,t) ∼ I (0). Hence, this model predicts

that the yields to maturity are cointegrated with a cointegrating vector of the form [1,−1]0. This

in turn implies that, given H different maturities, exactly H − 1 distinct cointegrating relationships
must exist between the corresponding H yields, each given by the stationary spread ik,t − i1,t for

k = 2, . . . ,H. Moreover, given that cointegration between a set of variables implies, according

to the Granger Representation Theorem (Engle and Granger, 1987), the existence of a statistical

representation for the yields in the form of a vector equilibrium correction model (VECM), this

provides a rationale for modelling the dynamic interrelationship between interest rates using a VECM

approach.

It is, however, possible that the premia terms may induce important nonlinearities into this

relationship–as suggested, for example, by Anderson (1997) and Kim (2003). Further, there is

evidence that the dynamic adjustment of the term structure in response to deviations from equilib-

rium may in fact be asymmetric (Enders and Granger, 1998; Coakley and Fuertes, 2002; Sarno and

Thornton, 2003) and characterized by regime shifts (Hamilton, 1988; Gray, 1996; Bansal and Zhou,

2002). In this paper, we therefore develop a VECM approach which is capable of allowing for all of

these possibilities simultaneously.

While our analysis so far has assumed that agents form expectations which are equivalent to the

true mathematical expectations given information at time t (i.e. rational expectations), it is worth

noting that this assumption may be weakened to allow for non-rational market expectations where

the deviations of the average market expectation from the mathematical conditional expectation are

I(0) (which seems a reasonable and minimal assumption to make). To see this, let ∃txt+k denote the
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market expectation at time t of a variable x k periods later, and replace the conditional expectations

operator in equation (2):

ik,t − i1,t =
1

k

k−1X
m=1

mX
j=1

∃t∆i1,t+j
+ γk,t. (3)

This may be rewritten:

ik,t − i1,t =
1

k

k−1X
m=1

mX
j=1

Et∆i1,t+j

+ δk,t + γk,t, (4)

where

δk,t ≡ 1

k

k−1X
m=1

mX
j=1

∃t∆i1,t+j −
k−1X
m=1

mX
j=1

Et∆i1,t+j

 . (5)

Now, it seems intuitively reasonable to assume that deviations of the average market expectation

from the true mathematical expectation are indeed I(0) along with the term premia, since otherwise

expectational errors would tend to grow without bound. But if this is the case, we have that

δk,t + γk,t ∼ I (0), and we can infer (ik,t − i1,t) ∼ I (0) and the cointegration properties of the term

structure exactly as before.

3 Asymmetric Markov-switching equilibrium correction

In this section we outline the econometric procedure employed in order to model regime shifts in the

dynamic relationship implied by the EH theory of the term structure of interest rates as discussed in the

previous section. The procedure essentially extends Hamilton’s (1988, 1989) Markov-switching regime

framework to nonstationary systems, allowing us to apply it to cointegrated vector autoregressive

(VAR) and VECM systems (Krolzig, 1997).

Consider yt being a K-dimensional vector time series process, yt = [y1t, y2t, . . . , yKt]
0 where yt is

nonstationary but first-difference stationary, i.e. yt ∼ I(1). Then, given yt ∼ I(1), there may be up

to K − 1 linearly independent cointegrating relationships, which represent the long-run equilibrium
of the system (Granger, 1986; Engle and Granger, 1987). If indeed there is cointegration, the joint

dynamics of the vector time series process can be written as a Markov-switching vector equilibrium

correction model or MS-VECM of the form:

∆yt = ν (st) +

p−1X
d=1

Γd∆yt−d +Πyt−1 + ut, (6)
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where ν(st) = [ν1(st), ν2(st), . . . , νK(st)]
0 is a K-dimensional column vector of regime-dependent

intercept terms; the Γd’s are K × K matrices of parameters, Π = αβ0 is the K × r cointegrating

matrix with r being the number of cointegrating relationships; ut is a K-dimensional vector of error

terms, ut ∼ NIID(0,Σu(st)). The regime-generating process is assumed to be an ergodic Markov

chain with a finite number of states st ∈ {1, . . . ,M} governed by the transition probabilities pij =
Pr(st+1 = j | st = i), and

PM
j=1 pij = 1 ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

The present application focuses on a multivariate model comprising, for both countries analyzed,

the spot-next eurorate and the rates relative to one month (four weeks), three months (thirteen

weeks), six months (twenty-six weeks) and twelve months (fifty-two weeks) to maturity so that

yt = [i0,t, i4,t, i13,t, i26,t, i52,t]
0, for which, following the reasoning of Section 2, four unique independent

cointegrating relationships should exist.2 In order to take into account the empirical evidence indicat-

ing that interest rates display asymmetric adjustment (e.g. Enders and Granger, 1998; Coakley and

Fuertes, 2002; Sarno and Thornton, 2003), we allow the Markov-Switching-Intercept-Hetereskedastic

VECM, or MSIH-VECM, (6) to display differing speeds of adjustment to equilibrium depending on

whether there are positive or negative deviations from the equilibrium condition:

∆yt = ν (st) +

p−1X
d=1

Γd∆yt−d + ItΠ
+yt−1 + (1− It)Π

−yt−1 + et, (7)

where It is a 1 × r vector whose j − th element at time t, ιj,t say, is the Heaviside indicator, taking

the value zero or unity according to whether the lagged j − th cointegrating combination–the j − th

element of β0 yt−1, hj,t−1 say–is positive or negative:3

ιj,t =

(
1 if hj,t−1 > 0
0 if hj,t−1 ≤ 0

. (8)

(In practice, as discussed above, we expect these cointegrating combinations to be the four term

spreads.) Since the cointegrating parameter vectors are constant, the parameter matrices Π+ and Π−

must be partitioned as Π+ = (α+)β0, Π− = (α−)β0, so that the equilibrium correction coefficients

2There is a slight shift in notation here from that employed in Section 2 in that i0,t represents the spot-next rate,
which is an overnight rate rather than a “zero-period” interest rate as the index might suggest. Since we are working
with weekly data, however, it makes sense to index the interest rate variables according to the number of weeks to
maturity and we have therefore indexed the spot-next rate at 0. The discussion in Section 2 applies to these variables
directly if we relabel the interest rates by the number of days to maturity. This is purely a notational issue.

3 Strictly speaking, non-negative or negative.
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shift according to whether the lagged equilibrium correction term to which it applies is positive or

negative. As before, we also have a vector of error terms, et ∼ NIID(0,Σe(st)), and M states

st ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. This procedure essentially extends Enders and Granger’s (1998) M-TAR framework
to nonlinear-nonstationary systems, allowing us to apply it to cointegrated VAR and VECM systems.4

We now turn to a brief discussion of our data set and then to our empirical analysis.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Data, unit root tests and cointegration analysis

Our data set comprises weekly observations of spot-next and 4-, 13-, 26- and 52-week eurorates for

the UK and the US spanning the period from February 7 1982 to December 31 2000, a total of 987

observations for each series.5 In our empirical work, we carried out our estimations over the period

February 1982-December 1991, reserving the remaining data for out-of-sample forecasting tests.

As a preliminary exercise, we tested for evidence of unit root behavior in each of the interest rate

time series examined for both countries under investigation by calculating standard augmented Dickey-

Fuller (ADF) test statistics. In keeping with the large number of studies of unit root behavior for these

time series, we were in each case unable to reject the unit root null hypothesis at conventional nominal

levels of significance.6 Hence, the results of the unit root tests suggest that testing for cointegration

between the five interest rate series is the logical next step.7

4The (symmetric or asymmetric) MS-VECM can be estimated using a two-stage maximum likelihood procedure. The
first stage of this procedure essentially consists of the implementation of the Johansen (1988, 1991) maximum likelihood
cointegration technique in order to test for the number of cointegrating relationships in the system and to estimate the
matrix of cointegrating parameters β. In fact, use of the conventional Johansen procedure is legitimate in the first
stage without modelling the Markovian regime shifts explicitly (Saikkonen, 1992; Saikkonen and Luukkonen, 1997).
The second stage then consists of the implementation of an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for maximum
likelihood estimation which yields estimates of the remaining parameters of the model (Dempster, Laird and Rubin,
1977; Hamilton, 1993; Kim and Nelson, 1999).

5We are grateful to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) for supplying the data.
6There is an apparent conflict between a large empirical literature on interest rates, which (at least since Engle and

Granger, 1987) either assumes or finds that interest rates are nonstationary processes, and conventional economic and
finance theory, which often assumes that interest rates are stationary processes. For example, see the vast finance
literature assuming a Vasicek (1977) model of interest rates, which is simply a mean-reverting process representable as
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. We follow the empirical literature because very persistent series with a root at least
very close (if not equal) to unity are better approximated by I(1) processes than by stationary ones (see, for example,
Stock, 1997).

7The results of the unit-root tests are not reported to save space, but are available from the authors on request.
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We then employed the Johansen (1988, 1991) maximum likelihood procedure in a VAR for yt =

[i0,t, i4,t, i13,t, i26,t, i52,t]
0 and an unrestricted constant term.8 On the basis of the Johansen likelihood

ratio test statistics for the cointegrating rank, reported in Table 1, we could strongly reject the

hypothesis of three independent cointegrating vectors against the alternative of four, but were not

able to reject the hypothesis of exactly four cointegrating vectors for each of the countries examined

at conventional nominal test sizes. Hence, we conclude that there are exactly four cointegrating

relationships between the five rates examined, for both the UK and the US.

In order to identify the cointegrating vectors uniquely, we then tested the over-identifying restric-

tions on the β0 matrix of cointegrating coefficients suggested by the framework discussed in Section

2:

β0yt =


−1 1 0 0 0

−1 0 1 0 0

−1 0 0 1 0

−1 0 0 0 1




i0t
i4t
i13t
i26t
i52t

 . (9)

For each country examined these restrictions were rejected by the data at standard significance levels.

Nevertheless, we proceeded to examine whether the departures from the null hypothesis were large by

imposing the following exactly-identifying restrictions:

β0yt =


−1 θ4 0 0 0

−1 0 θ13 0 0

−1 0 0 θ26 0

−1 0 0 0 θ52




i0,t

i4,t

i13,t

i26,t

i52,t

 , (10)

where θi, for i = 4, 13, 26, 52, is unrestricted. This estimation yielded the results reported in Table 2.

These results suggest that the departure from the overidentifying restrictions, although statistically

significant at conventional test sizes, is actually very small in magnitude. Indeed all of the estimated

θi coefficients are in the range between 0.991 and 1.061 and are, therefore, very close indeed to the

theoretical value of unity. Thus, rejection of the hypothesis H0 : θi = 1 ∀i may be due to tiny
departures from the null hypothesis (due, for example, to tiny data imperfections) which may not be

8We allowed for a maximum lag length of twelve and chose, for both countries, the appropriate lag length on the
basis of conventional information criteria.
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economically significant, but which appear as statistically significant given our large sample size.9 In

light of these results and given that the framework discussed in Section 2 provides strong economic

priors in favor of the unity restrictions, we report below results obtained with the unity restrictions

imposed.10

4.2 Asymmetry testing and MS-VECM estimation results

We next estimated a standard linear VECM using full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) meth-

ods:

∆yt = ν +
Pp−1

d=1 Γd∆yt−d +Πyt−1 + εt, (11)

where yt = [i0,t, i4,t, i13,t, i26,t, i52,t]0, selecting the lag length on the basis of the Akaike Information

Criterion, the Schwartz Information Criterion and the Hannan-Quinn Criterion. Employing the con-

ventional general-to-specific procedure, we obtained fairly parsimonious models for each country, with

no significant residual serial correlation.11 We then investigated the presence of asymmetries in the

adjustment towards equilibrium by executing standard likelihood ratio (LR) tests for the null hypoth-

esis of symmetry. The results reported in Table 3 suggest rejection of the hypothesis of symmetry,

providing clear empirical evidence that the linear VECM fails to capture significant asymmetries in the

data generating process, as the restrictions imposed by the model without asymmetries are rejected

with marginal significance levels (p-values) close to zero.12

We then proceeded to investigate the presence of nonlinearities further through the estimation of

a fairly general Markov-switching model of the form:

∆yt = ν (st) +

p−1X
d=1

Γd∆yt−d +Πyt−1 + ut, (12)

9Leamer (1978, Chapter 4) points out that classical hypothesis testing will lead to rejection of any null hypothesis
with a sufficiently large sample: ‘Classical hypothesis testing at a fixed level of significance increasingly distorts the
interpretation of the data against a null hypothesis as the sample size grows. The significance level should consequently
be a decreasing function of sample size’ (p. 114). See also Berkson (1938).
10We did, however, execute a fraction of the empirical analysis discussed below without imposing the unity restrictions

and using instead the estimates of the cointegrating parameters reported in Table 3. The results were quantitatively
extremely similar (virtually identical) and qualitatively identical to those reported below.
11Full details on these estimation results are available from the authors upon request, but are not reported to conserve

space.
12We also compare below the forecasting performance of the linear VECM to that of an MS-VECM with and without

asymmetries.
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where ut ∼ NIID(0,Σu(st)) and st = 1, 2. For parsimony considerations and consistent with

previous research in this context (Gray, 1996; Ang and Bekaert, 2002; Bansal and Zhou, 2002), we

limited ourselves to discriminating between linear models and Markov-switching models allowing for

only two regimes in the VECM.

We applied the ‘bottom-up’ procedure designed to detect Markovian shifts in order to select the

most adequate characterization of a 2-regime p-th order MS-VECM for ∆yt.13 Specifically, we tested

not only the hypothesis of no regime switching in the intercept but also the hypothesis of no regime

switching in the variance-covariance matrix using likelihood ratio (LR) tests of the type suggested by

Krolzig (1997, p. 135-6). The results indicated strong rejections of the null of no regime dependence

in the intercept as well as in the variance-covariance matrix, clearly suggesting that an MS-VECM

that allows for shifts in both the intercept and the variance-covariance matrix, namely an MSIH(2)-

VECM(p), is the most appropriate model within its class in the present application. Further, in

the same spirit of the test for regime-conditional intercept and homoskedasticity, we carried out a

test in order to select the most parsimonious MSIH-VECM appropriately representing the dynamic

relationship between the interest rates examined. In particular, considering a maximum lag length of

12 for the VAR in levels and hence a maximum lag length of 11 in the VECM formulation, we tested

the null of MSIH(2)-VECM(1) against the alternative of MSIH(2)-VECM(11) and for both countries

examined we were not able to reject this null hypothesis at standard significance levels.

Next, we tested each of the symmetric and asymmetric linear VECMs against their MSIH-VECM

counterpart selected by means of the ‘bottom-up’ procedure. As shown by the LR tests in Table 4,

which may be thought of as tests of the hypothesis of linearity of the VECM against the alternative

of Markov-switching nonlinearity, the large test statistics indicate in each case the rejection of the

(symmetric and asymmetric) VECM in favor of the alternative (symmetric and asymmetric) MSIH-

VECM.

Hence, the final result of the selection procedure identifies for both countries an asymmetric

13Essentially, the bottom-up procedure consists of starting with a simple but statistically reliable Markov-switching
model by restricting the effects of regime shifts on a limited number of parameters and checking the model against
alternatives. In such a procedure, most of the structure contained in the data is not attributed to regime shifts, but
explained by observable variables, consistent with the general-to-specific approach to econometric modelling. For a
technical discussion of the bottom-up procedure, see Krolzig (1997).
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MSIH-VECM governed by two different regimes and one autoregressive lag that may be written as

follows:

∆yt = ν (st) + Γ1∆yt−1 + ItΠ
+yt−1 + (1− It)Π

−yt−1 + et, (13)

where It is as defined above, Π+ = (α+)β0, Π− = (α−)β0, et ∼ NIID[0,Σe(st)] and st = 1, 2.

We estimated the MSIH-VECM (13), using an EM maximum-likelihood algorithm, for both the UK

and the US.14 The estimation yields fairly plausible estimates of the coefficients for the VECMs

estimated, including the adjustment coefficients in α+ and α−, which were generally found to be

statistically significantly different from zero.

This model is not as parsimonious as some other term structure models in the literature. However,

evidence provided by Dai and Singleton (2000), Ahn, Dittmar and Gallant (2002), Bansal and Zhou

(2002), Bansal, Tauchen and Zhou (2003) and Kim (2003) also indicates that a fairly rich characteri-

zation of the dynamics of the market price of risk is required to characterize satisfactorily the behavior

of the term structure of interest rates. Therefore, our proposed model is consistent with this strand

of the literature.

4.3 Implied regimes, the business cycle and monetary policy

For each country we employed an asymmetric MSIH-VECM with two regimes, which was found to

provide an adequate characterization of the dynamics of the term structure. The regime shifts

occur in the intercept and in the variance-covariance matrix. For both of the countries considered,

the regime with higher variances corresponded to periods in which the average interest rate at each

maturity was relatively high; this is also reflected in the fact that the high-variance regimes also

had estimated intercept terms which were in every case greater than the intercept in the low-variance

regimes. Thus, the two regimes may be seen as reflecting higher mean and variance in interest rates

in one regime and as reflecting on average lower and less volatile interest rates in the other regime.

Also, this characterization of the regimes appears to be in line with the extensive empirical literature

investigating the time-varying nature of risk premia.

Having identified the two regimes as high interest rate and low interest rate regimes, the next

issue we wished to investigate was whether or not the probability of switching between regimes was

14These estimations are not reported to save space but are available from the authors upon request.
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related to macroeconomic fundamentals, in the spirit of recent research by Bansal and Zhou (2002)

and Bansal, Tauchen and Zhou (2003): using a visual approach, these authors find that regime shifts

in the term structure appear to be intimately associated with the business cycle. Building on these

findings, and on the literature relating monetary policy to indicators of the business cycle and inflation

(Taylor, 1993, 1999; Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 1998, 1999, 2000), we estimate logit models designed

to explain the probability of being in either the high or the low interest rate regime using appropriate

economic indicators.

In order to ensure consistency and comparability with previous research (e.g. Bansal and Zhou,

2002) and because the data on the explanatory variables we consider are not available at weekly

frequency, we use monthly data. Hence, from the estimated MSIH-VECMs, we converted the weekly

smoothed probabilities by monthly averaging. Further, in order to obtain a binary variable so as to

be able to estimate a logit model, from the estimated average MSIH-VECM probabilities we defined a

variable which is equal to zero when the average monthly probability of being in the high interest rate

regime is smaller than 0.5 and equal to unity when this average probability is greater than or equal to

0.5. The explanatory variables we consider in the logit model are a business cycle indicator, namely

the output gap measured as the deviation of industrial output from the Hodrick-Prescott trend, and

the demeaned annualized inflation rate as a proxy for the deviation of inflation from its target or

equilibrium level. Thus, the logit model may be written as follows:15

pt
¡
iHIGH

¢
=

expZ

1 + expZ
(14)

where Z = {δ0 + δ1 (xt − x∗t ) + δ2 (πt − π∗)}, pt
¡
iHIGH

¢
is the implied MSIH-VECM probability of

being in the high interest rate regime and (xt − x∗t ) and (πt − π∗) denote the measured output gap

and the deviation of inflation from its mean level.16

As we have noted, the explanatory variables we have used are in line not only with recent empirical

research on the regime-shifting behavior of interest rates (e.g. Bansal and Zhou, 2002; Bansal, Tauchen

and Zhou, 2003) but also with the very large literature on monetary policy rules–so-called ‘Taylor

15Clearly, the probability of being in the low interest rate regime is 1− pt
¡
iHIGH

¢
.

16Our monthly data for inflation is, for both countries examined, the (annualized) rate of change in the consumer
price index (CPI). For the output gap measure, we use the Hodrick-Prescott filtered industrial production, which was
used instead of gross domestic product since industrial production is available monthly. These time series were obtained
from the International Monetary Fund’s International Financial Statistics database.
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rules’ (e.g. see Taylor, 1993, 1999; Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 1998, 2000, and the references therein).

The Taylor rule literature provides evidence that it is possible to characterize monetary policy as

the minimization of inefficient economic fluctuations via the implementation of an interest rate rule.

Such an interest rate rule relates the setting of short-term money market rates to the evolution of

two key state variables: price inflation and a business cycle indicator, the output gap. If these state

variables do in fact drive monetary policy decisions and hence, via movements in short-term interest

rates, the whole term structure of interest rates, then it seems plausible that the same state variables

may also impact on the probability of shifting from a low to a high interest rate regime. Given that a

standard Taylor rule would relate movements in interest rates positively to deviations of both output

and inflation above their equilibrium levels, we might expect both δ1 and δ2 to be positive.

The results of our logit estimations for both the UK and the US are reported in Table 5. Consistent

with the findings reported in Bansal and Zhou (2002) and Bansal, Tauchen and Zhou (2003), we

confirm that the business cycle (output gap) is indeed important in explaining the dynamics of the

regime-switching probabilities. In fact, the estimated coefficient eδ1, associated with our proxy for the
output gap, is found to be statistically significant for both countries examined. Furthermore, it is

interesting to note that, consistent with our conjecture and with the literature on interest rate rules

(Taylor, 1993; Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 1998, 2000), inflation is also important in explaining the

behavior of the regime-switching probabilities, as evidenced by the fact that the estimated coefficient

on inflation, eδ2, is found to be statistically significant at conventional significance levels. The sign of
the estimated parameters, eδ1 and eδ2, are both significantly positive, confirming our economic priors
that the probability of being in a regime with high interest rates is higher when an economy is in

expansion or inflation is relatively high.

The estimated logit model presents a moderately satisfactory R2 and, perhaps more importantly,

displays a very interesting ‘classification ratio’: the ratio of correctly classified observations implied

by the logit model to the total number of observations is higher than 77% for both countries, which

seems extremely encouraging given the simplicity of the logit model considered.

Overall, our results suggest that the shifts in mean and variance of the term structure of interest

rates may be intimately related to changes in the sort of economic fundamentals one would expect to
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play a role in driving interest rate regimes, in particular the state of the business cycle and fluctuations

in inflation.

We now turn to our out-of-sample forecasting results.

5 Forecasting the term structure

The procedure we have applied so far allowed us to achieve a reliable in-sample representation of

the dynamic relationship among eurorates with different maturities implied by the EH theory. In

order to assess further the usefulness of our asymmetric-nonlinear VECM characterization of the

term structure, dynamic out-of-sample forecasts of the term structure were constructed using the

asymmetric MSIH(2)-VECM(1) estimated and described in the previous section. In particular, we

performed forecasting exercises for the period January 1992-December 2000 with forecast horizons up

to 52 weeks ahead. The out-of-sample forecasts for a given horizon j = 1, . . . , 52 were constructed

recursively, conditional only upon information up to the date of the forecast and with successive

re-estimation as the date on which forecasts are conditioned moves through the data set.

Forecast accuracy is evaluated using absolute and square error criteria (e.g. see Bansal and Zhou,

2002); specifically, the average absolute cross-sectional pricing forecast error (APFE)

APFEt+j =

PH
k=1

¯̄̄
ik,t+j −eik,t+j ¯̄̄

H
(15)

and the average square cross-sectional pricing forecast error (SPFE)

SPFEt+j =

PH
k=1

³
ik,t+j −eik,t+j´2

H
, (16)

where H is the number of eurorates included in the system (i.e. H = 5) and eik,t+j is the j−period-
ahead forecast of ik,t+j based on information at time t.

We compared the forecasts produced by the asymmetric MSIH-VECM (13) to the forecasts gen-

erated by the (linear and nonlinear) VAR models comprising the same set of variables (i.e. VAR and

MSVAR) as well as the forecasts generated by the symmetric (linear and nonlinear) term-structure

VECMs (i.e. VECMS and MS-VECMS) and a linear VECM with asymmetry (VECMA).
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In order to assess the relative accuracy of forecasts derived from two different models we employed

the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test:

DM =
dq
2π bf(0)

T

, (17)

where d is an average (over T observations) of a general loss differential function of the APFE (or

SPFE) and bf (0) is a consistent estimate of the spectral density of the loss differential function at
frequency zero. Diebold and Mariano show that the DM statistic is distributed as standard normal

under the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy. Consistent with a large literature (see, inter alia,

Mark, 1995), the loss differential functions we consider are the difference between either the APFE for

the two models, or the difference between the SPFEs. A consistent estimate of the spectral density

at frequency zero bf (0) is obtained using the method of Newey and West (1987) where the optimal
truncation lag has been selected using the Andrews (1991) AR(1) rule.17

Several problems may arise when using DM statistics in small samples and taking into account

parameter uncertainty (West, 1996; West and McCracken, 1998; McCracken, 2000). In the present

case, where we are dealing with nested competing forecasting (linear and nonlinear) models and

with multi-step-ahead forecasts, the asymptotic distribution of the DM statistic is non-standard and

unknown. Therefore, the marginal significance levels reported below should be interpreted with

caution.

Table 6 gives detailed results of the accuracy of the forecasts for the UK (Panel A) and the US

(Panel B) respectively, using APFE and SPFE criteria for forecast accuracy. The results generally

provide evidence in favor of the predictive superiority of the asymmetric MSIH-VECMs against VAR

models. In particular, comparing our results to those obtained using simple (linear and Markov-

switching) VAR models we can see that the asymmetric MSIH-VECMs give more accurate forecasts.

At the 4-week horizon, for example, we achieve improvements ranging between 19% and 77% using the

APFE and between 32% and 93% using the SPFE. At the 52-week horizon we obtain improvements

17The rule is implemented as follows: we estimate an AR(1) model to the quantity APFEt (or SPFEt) obtaining
the autocorrelation coefficient bρ and the innovation variance from the AR(1) process bσ2. Then the optimal truncation
lag A for the Parzen window in the Newey-West estimator is given by the Andrews rule A = 2.6614

hbζ (2)T i1/5 wherebζ (2) is a function of bρ and bσ2. The Parzen window has been used because it minimizes the mean square error of the
estimator (Gallant, 1987, p. 534).
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ranging between 30% and 78% using the APFE and between 48% and 93% using the SPFE. The

statistical significance of these results is confirmed by executing the DM tests.18

The gain in terms of accuracy of the predictive performance of the asymmetric MSIH-VECM is

also impressive when compared with the symmetric (linear and Markov-switching) VECMs. In fact

the asymmetric MSIH-VECM performs very well at short as well as longer horizons for both countries.

A different pattern can be seen by looking at the relative performance of the asymmetric MSIH-VECM

against its linear counterpart (VECMA). Both asymmetries and regime shifts are relevant in the case

of the UK, while, in the case of the US, asymmetries seem to be more important than regime shifts

in terms of forecasting performance.

Overall, these results suggest that, using a VECM framework for the term structure of interest

rates, it is possible to generate satisfactory out-of-sample forecasts of the term structure. Moreover,

by explicitly incorporating asymmetry and regime shifts into the modelling framework, we have in the

present analysis been able to improve upon a standard linear symmetric VECM framework.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have reported an analysis of the term structure of interest rates in a multivariate

asymmetric Markov-switching framework, and in particular we have applied that framework to forecast

out-of-sample the term structure of interest rates. Using weekly data on eurorates for the UK and

the US over the period February 1982 through December 1991, we found strong evidence of the

presence of nonlinearities and asymmetries in the term structure, which appeared to be modelled

satisfactorily by a multivariate asymmetric two-regime Markov-switching VECM that allows for shifts

in both the intercept and the covariance structure of the error terms. We then used this model to

forecast dynamically out of sample over the period January 1992 through to December 2000. The

forecasting results were very interesting. The asymmetric MSIH-VECM forecasts were found to be

superior to the forecasts obtained from VAR models, comprising the same set of variables, at a range

of forecasting horizons up to 52 weeks ahead, using standard forecasting accuracy criteria and on the

18Although, in the light of our earlier discussion concerning the asymptotic properties of the DM statistic, we have
cautioned that the marginal significance levels reported should be interpreted with care, their extremely small magnitude
is nevertheless quite striking.
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basis of standard tests of significance. Moreover, the asymmetric nonlinear VECM outperformed, in

general, a symmetric (linear or nonlinear) VECM, although the magnitude of the gain from using the

asymmetric Markov-switching VECM relative to a linear and nonlinear VECM is generally smaller in

magnitude.

Our research was motivated by encouraging results previously reported in the literature on the

presence of nonlinearities and regime shifts (e.g. Hamilton, 1988; Gray, 1996; Anderson, 1997; Kim,

2003) and asymmetries (e.g. Enders and Granger, 1998; Coakley and Fuertes, 2002) as well as by the

relative success of the linear VECM model of the term structure of interest rates (e.g. Hall, Anderson

and Granger, 1992). The research was also inspired by the notion that, in addition to the statistical

importance of asymmetries and regime shifts for fitting interest rate data, there are economic reasons

for believing that the allowance for regime shifts and asymmetries can provide potentially important

insights into the behavior of the entire yield curve. For example, business cycle expansions and

contractions may have important first-order effects on expectations of inflation, monetary policy and

nominal interest rates, so that regime shifts and asymmetries may generate significant impacts both on

the short-term interest rate and on the entire term structure (see e.g. Bansal and Zhou, 2002). In fact,

the estimated regime shifts appear to be related to the state of the business cycle and to inflation, as

one would expect in economies where monetary policy decisions are implemented via changes in short-

term interest rates in response to deviations of output and inflation from their respective equilibrium

levels (Taylor, 1993, 1999; Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 1998, 2000). Overall, our results suggest that

regime shifts and–to a greater extent–asymmetries have important statistical and economic effects

in driving the behavior of the term structure of interest rates.

In this work, however, we were primarily concerned with providing sound forecasting models of

the term structure of interest rates and we therefore explicitly adopted an ‘agnostic’ approach both

with respect to the sources of the underlying departures from the expectations hypothesis and in

the sources of the underlying nonlinearities. Future research might, therefore, usefully analyze the

sources of these nonlinearities further and attempt to improve on the parametric nonlinear formulation

proposed in this paper. Understanding more deeply the implications of regime shifts and asymmetries

for the inflation expectations formation mechanism and monetary policy represents a logical next step
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to take forward this research agenda.

With regard to the evaluation of forecasting models, although the relevant literature has tradition-

ally focused on accuracy evaluations based on point forecasts, several authors have recently emphasized

the importance of evaluating the forecast accuracy of economic models on the basis of density–as

opposed to point–forecasting performance (see, inter alia, Diebold, Gunther and Tay, 1998; Granger

and Pesaran, 1999; Tay and Wallis, 2000; Timmerman, 2000). Especially when evaluating nonlinear

models, which are capable of producing highly non-normal forecast densities, it would seem appro-

priate to consider a model’s density forecasting performance. This is a further immediate avenue for

future research.
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Table 1. Johansen maximum likelihood cointegration procedure

LR tests based on maximum eigenvalue (LRmax) and trace of the stochastic matrix (LRtrace)

A) UK

H0 LRmax 5% CV LRtrace 5% CV

r = 0 194.80 34.40 436.70 76.10
r ≤ 1 113.00 28.10 241.90 53.10
r ≤ 2 99.27 22.00 128.90 34.90
r ≤ 3 21.78 15.70 29.64 20.00
r ≤ 4 7.865 9.20 7.865 9.20

B) US

H0 LRmax 5% CV LRtrace 5% CV

r = 0 112.20 34.40 287.20 76.10
r ≤ 1 83.41 28.10 175.00 53.10
r ≤ 2 60.09 22.00 91.58 34.90
r ≤ 3 24.36 15.70 31.49 20.00
r ≤ 4 7.12 9.20 7.128 9.20

Notes: The VAR being tested for cointegration is yt = [i0t , i4t , i13t , i26t , i52t ]
0, allowing for an uncon-

strained intercept under the null hypothesis H0. r denotes the number of cointegrating vectors. The
5 percent critical value (denoted 5% CV ) reported is taken from Osterwald-Lenum (1992).

Table 2. Long-run cointegrating equilibrium parameters

k UK US

4 weeks 1.004 (0.01) 0.991 (0.03)
13 weeks 1.019 (0.02) 0.997 (0.03)
26 weeks 1.036 (0.03) 1.012 (0.04)

52 weeks 1.061 (0.04) 1.018 (0.05)

Notes: The table gives the estimated long-run slope parameter for the relevant interest rate at
different maturities. Figures in parentheses denote asymptotic standard errors.
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Table 3. Asymmetry tests

H0 LR p− value

UK 107.419 5.79×10−14
US 63.585 5.11×10−13

Notes: LR is a likelihood ratio test of the symmetry null hypothesis, where the restricted model
being tested is the symmetric linear VECM (11) and the alternative VECM allows for asymmetric
equilibrium correction. The test is constructed as 2(lnL∗ − lnL), where L∗ and L represent the
unconstrained and the constrained maximum likelihood respectively. These test statistics are asymp-
totically distributed as χ2(g) under the null hypothesis, where g is the number of restrictions.

Table 4. Markov-switching VECM estimation: linearity tests

H0 LRS1 LRS2

UK 808.08 786.46

US 1072.782 1077.931

Notes: LRS1 and LRS2 are likelihood ratio tests where the restricted models being tested are
the symmetric linear VECM in equation (11) and the asymmetric linear VECM respectively; the
alternative models are the symmetric MSIH(2)-VECM(1) and the asymmetric MSIH(2)-VECM(1) re-
spectively. The tests are constructed as 2(lnL∗ − lnL), where L∗ and L represent the unconstrained
and the constrained maximum likelihood respectively. These test statistics are asymptotically dis-
tributed as χ2(g) under the null hypothesis, where g is the number of restrictions. p-values are not
reported as they are virtually zero in each case.

Table 5. MSIH-VECM regime interpretation: logit estimation

eδ1 eδ2 Pseudo-R2 CR

UK 0.4420 0.0439 0.077 0.784
(0.091) (0.019)

US 0.3928 0.2724 0.198 0.775
(0.168) (0.117)

Notes: δ1,δ2 are estimated parameters relative to output gap and inflation in the logit model
(14), as discussed in the text. Pseudo-R2 denotes Estrella’s (1998) measure of goodness of fit for logit
models. CR is the classification ratio, calculated as the ratio of correctly classified observations to
the total number of observations used in the logit estimation. Estimates are obtained by Generalized
Method of Moments (GMM) calculated by two-step nonlinear two-stage least square (Hansen, 1982).
The optimal weighting matrix is obtained from the first step two-stage least squares parameter esti-
mates; the instrument set includes 12 lags of each of inflation and the output gap. Standard errors
are reported in parentheses.
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Table 6. Out-of-sample forecasting exercises

A) UK

Average Absolute Cross-sectional Pricing Errors (APFE)

k VAR VECMS VECMA MSVAR MSVECMS

4 0.8142 0.4319 0.4948 0.6048 0.6649£
3.33× 10−2¤ £

4.74× 10−7¤ £
1.48× 10−123¤ £

1.08× 10−7¤ £
2.50× 10−6¤

13 0.7083 0.4509 0.4458 0.5200 0.6050£
6.89× 10−6¤ £

4.83× 10−15¤ £
1.35× 10−48¤ £

2.04× 10−20¤ £
7.74× 10−14¤

26 0.6703 0.1289 0.4435 0.5007 0.5109£
1.93× 10−12¤ £

1.17× 10−3¤ £
1.88× 10−23¤ £

2.71× 10−38¤ £
6.70× 10−40¤

52 0.7039 0.1678 0.4623 0.5360 0.4656£
4.94× 10−15¤ £

4.41× 10−4¤ £
7.74× 10−12¤ £

1.95× 10−55¤ £
1.05× 10−80¤

Average Square Cross-sectional Pricing Errors (SPFE)

k VAR VECMS VECMA MSVAR MSVECMS

4 0.6863 0.3961 0.2648 0.3902 0.4827£
1.43× 10−2¤ £

1.55× 10−8¤ £
6.98× 10−41¤ £

8.57× 10−10¤ £
1.89× 10−7¤

13 0.5370 0.2843 0.2218 0.3209 0.4004£
2.66× 10−7¤ £

1.92× 10−17¤ £
3.72× 10−25¤ £

8.77× 10−20¤ £
1.44× 10−16¤

26 0.4300 0.2735 0.1670 0.2622 0.2754£
3.98× 10−17¤ £

8.71× 10−5¤ £
2.20× 10−22¤ £

1.09× 10−33¤ £
6.46× 10−36¤

52 0.5267 0.1254 0.1710 0.3276 0.2610£
1.12× 10−27¤ £

2.90× 10−5¤ £
9.90× 10−23¤ £

2.43× 10−56¤ £
2.17× 10−69¤

(continued ...)
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(... Table 6 continued)

B) US

Average Absolute Cross-sectional Pricing Errors (APFE)

k VAR VECMS VECMA MSVAR MSVECMS

4 0.2577 0.2658 0.5590 0.2306 0.2526£
2.02× 10−123¤ £

2.73× 10−121¤ [0]
£
2.62× 10−136¤ £

8.36× 10−123¤
13 0.4748 0.4289 1.4997 0.4357 0.4277£

1.62× 10−62¤ £
2.22× 10−81¤ £

3.05× 10−21¤ £
6.66× 10−73¤ £

1.70× 10−79¤
26 0.3334 0.3104 1.2529 0.3083 0.3035£

7.16× 10−140¤ £
6.58× 10−150¤ £

5.92× 10−9¤ £
1.64× 10−154¤ £

1.04× 10−158¤
52 0.2373 0.2308 0.7201 0.2222 0.2207£

3.67× 10−306¤ £
7.32× 10−292¤ £

1.66× 10−13¤ £
9.22× 10−321¤ £

8.55× 10−312¤
Average Square Cross-sectional Pricing Errors (SPFE)

k VAR VECMS VECMA MSVAR MSVECMS

4 0.0741 0.0771 0.3354 0.0626 0.0693£
3.48× 10−156¤ £

9.73× 10−117¤ £
1.21× 10−265¤ £

6.34× 10−165¤ £
8.01× 10−139¤

13 0.2207 0.1759 1.5643 0.1854 0.1765£
1.77× 10−110¤ £

7.11× 10−108¤ £
3.15× 10−11¤ £

2.26× 10−124¤ £
8.54× 10−122¤

26 0.1211 0.1027 1.5570 0.1040 0.0997£
1.09× 10−180¤ £

8.07× 10−161¤ £
1.00× 10−8¤ £

2.23× 10−191¤ £
8.00× 10−179¤

52 0.0778 0.0727 0.6119 0.0685 0.0670£
2.99× 10−235¤ £

2.21× 10−204¤ £
5.32× 10−8¤ £

3.54× 10−247¤ £
1.18× 10−223¤

Notes: VAR, VECMS, VECMA, MSVAR, MSVECMS are the ratios of the average (absolute or
square) cross-sectional pricing forecast errors (APFE and SPFE as defined in equations (15) and (16)
respectively) obtained by the asymmetric MSIH-VECM to the ones obtained by the linear VAR, the
linear symmetric VECM, the linear asymmetric VECM, the MSIH-VAR and the symmetric MSIH-
VECM respectively. The average cross-sectional pricing forecast errors are obtained by recursive out-
of-sample dynamic forecasting up to k = 52 steps ahead over the period 1992:1-2000:52. Figures in
brackets are the Diebold-Mariano statistics comparing the average (absolute or square) cross-sectional
pricing forecast errors of the asymmetric MSIH-VECM model to the ones obtained by each of the
other competing models. The optimal truncation lag has been constructed according to Andrews
(1991) AR(1) rule. For the Diebold-Mariano statistics only p−values are reported.
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